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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N ' 

The current extensive debate about business conglomerates is 

not, as it traditionally was, a juridical-fiscal debate - or even a political-

social one. It has rather been transformed into a wide-ranging 

discussion of the management capability within these widely 

diversifíed enterprises and of their management cost. The debate is 

about the economic efficiency of the organisatíon in these types of 

diversifíed conglomerates. 

The organisational exhaustion of the matrix models for these 

kinds of complex conglomerates, with their differentiation between 

divisions and functions, is due to the high degree of rigidity in their 

structures - a rigidity which affects both the confíguration of decision-

making processes and aiso leads to resistance, insiiperable in many 

cases, to the processes of change. Slowness in adapting to change is the 

great barrier to change. It is for this reason that these models are not 

' . Contribution oititled 'Der Umgang mit untoschiedlichen Untondnnenskolturen beim 
divetsifizierten Untemehmai' manuscrípt, Januaiy 2000, to the coUection edited by 
Prof. Dr. H. H. HinteAubcr, Friedrich St, Matzlw, K., Pectalanaen "Die Zuba^ der 
diversifizierten Untemehmen " 



suflíciently eífective in co-ordinating the factors affectíng both cultural 

and product diversification in a modem conglomérate. 

The search for new ways of decentralising activities, both in the 

área of management and in the business structure, in order to allow for 

greater ílexibility and capacity to adapt to the changing situations of 

the new divisions of labour resulting from globalisation is focused on 

business units integrated much more in the form of holding companies, 

open and abie to adapt themselves^. 

As the different áreas of activity within a conglomérate become 

increasingly heterogeneous, there is without doubt growing difficulty 

in confíguñng the business management - as has been shown in many 

of the complex matrix models. This paper will concéntrate on the role 

played by cultural diversity in a diversifíed enterprise as a constituent 

element in the design of the management and organisational structure 

of the business. This, therefore, raises a question: Is the fundamental 

key to the future management of holding companies to be found in 

cultura] management, in the way in which such different cultures - a 

consequence of diversification - are managed? 

^ Bemhanlt, W., Witt, P.. •'Modelos y modas de e^nictuias de Holding" in RIDE, N. 2, 
June 1998, H>. 137-163. 



n . THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIVERSIFIED 

ENTERPRISES 

It is worth briefly recalling how, during the sixtíes, 

diversification in many business environments was directed by a 

business visión, which was specifically that of business risk. Such a 

visión was fiíndamentally directed towards compensating for the 

impact on a company of the situational evolution of each one the 

economic sectors. From the business point of view, what was sought 

after was diversification, within a business portfolio, which pennitted 

the achievement of a situation of balance in the company in terms of 

the balance sheet and risks - that is, risk compensation in relation to the 

expectations of results. 

This business diversification during the sixties, widely and 

questionably heterogeneous, led to the formation of conglomerates 

with áreas of activity so disparate that they introduced basic errors into 

the business policy. The aim pursued Üirough diversification in áreas of 

business was nothing less than the already mentioned business 

compoisation of the asymmetries in the situational evolution of the 

diíFerent economic sectors. A company, therefore, planned its 

diversification with primary orientation towards achieving equílibriimi 

in its balance sheet in order to offset ineqiudities in the dynamic of Úie 

different production and service sectors. 



As a consequence, such portfolios of diversifícation led less to 

the taking advantage of business synergy within an enterprise and 

rather more to the search for portfolios which balanced the risks of the 

results. Core conq)etences were not taken as a point of reference by 

management. 

An overall evaluation of this type of business diversifícation will 

conclude that it led, not to a balance between risks and results, but 

rather to many companies encountering great difliculties, both in 

relation to their economic-fínancial situations and to probiems of 

management. 

A fijrther later motive for such business diversifícation was 

fíequently the vertical integration of the phases previous to and 

posterior to the basic activity of the company. The aim of this was to 

utilise what was considered to be the own intemal demand potential of 

the btisiness activity. 

This idra of controUing the whole vertical process of a business 

activity has also been the root cause of great íaiiures in diversifícation, 

Mlures which became evident at the very moment when economies 

opened up to con^tition. Such an intetpretation of vertical 

diversifícation, a consequence of a closed conception of divisions of 

labour, developed because of the lack of conq>etitive markets and 



through a visión of utilising own intemal demand in order to guarantee 

the fíill use of plant and capital. 

The creation and opening up of markets, and the consequent 

intensiñcation of competition, caused a systetnatic reduction in many 

of the activities of these conglomerates; this was precisely due to their 

inefficiency when faced with competitor enterprises. In addition, heavy 

investment in plant and c^ital made by these vertical conglomerates 

resulted in a pemianent splitting up of many of these activities, so 

making them independen! of each other with the aim of conq>eting on 

the open market and being aap&ble of using their own potential. 

The eighties produced a gradual splitting up of activities in 

conglomerates as they adopted the structures of btisiness holdings, so 

evident in many organisational and management desígns of the 

nineties .̂ 

In recent years many large business concems have created 

organisational units based on the s^aration of their intemal activities. 

In this the assets-centred idea plays a key role. Deregulation of the 

economy is causing the splitting up of production phases, and also 

those of particular services, with tiie aim of achieving great»' 

efííciency in the utílisation of both material and the intangible potential 

of these large conglomerates. And so, companies of a monopolistic 

\Op.Cit. 
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nature which were integrating the múltiple activities of the vertical 

section have now, in the nineties, rapidly restructured themselves as 

holdings - large highly decentralised conglomerates. 

From the point of view of management in a diversified company, 

the criteria of intemal competitiveness within the conglomérate can 

only be ñilñlled by sqjarating activities which must then perforai in 

maikets extemal to the conglomérate. This has been the precise motive 

for the splitting up of many of those activities not forming part of the 

core competences of these enterprises. It has therefore been service 

activities and others secondary in character to the principal business -

for example, property and information technology services - which are 

generating a new dynamic in the structuring of a diversified 

conglomérate. It is this route which leads to the ordering of an 

enterprise in the form of a holding. 

Such an evolution towards decentralisation in conglomerates is 

also driven forward in an open and competitive economy by the need 

for conq>anÍK to cooperate with each other. The demands of 

econcHnies of scale, and therefore the requirement for a permanent 

leduction in imit costs, obliges the use of all available technologies. 

The consequent increase m capital needs and the rigidity of fíxed costs 

«icour^e growing divosification in business áreas within holding-

type conglomérate. This trraid towards diversification in the form of a 

holding is an unstoppable process, given that: 

10 



^ It facilitates the processes of co-operation with otiier 

enterprises, so allowing for rapid and flexible adaptation, with 

little resistance, to new divisions of labour in specifíc áreas of 

business. 

^ It makes rapid transformation of the company and adaptation 

to change feasible at the lowest possible cost. 

4 It creates units much more responsive to change, simplifíes 

this process and identifí» very rapidly the real nature of the 

economic activity and its resiilts: 

This extemal impulse, a consequence of globalisation of the 

economy, encourages the trend towards the diversification of 

companies in the form of conglomérales structured in the legal-fiscal 

form of holdings. Through its increasing complexity, current economic 

development and its organisation aíTects both the organisational reality 

of businesses and the demand for a rapid r^ponse to growing 

competitiveness. The identification of opportunities and risks in eacfa 

business área leads to the definition and highlighting of responsibilities 

and, in particular, encourages the motivation and involvement of top 

management staíTin such activity. 



i n . NEW CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS IN DIVERSI-

FIED ENTERPRISES 

In tándem with this growing trend towards decentralisatíon in 

conglomerates, seen from the management point of view, there also 

exist at the present time the outlines of a growing decentralisation 

resulting from the demands of the economic and social order. The large 

business concems now moving forward through mergers awaken 

concern because of their impact on a possible demarcation of the 

dynamic of the markets and their competitiveness. Against the 

advantages of these large conglomerates is placed their influence in the 

different markets. The requirement to open up, and keep open, the 

markets to competition is a process of the fiíture; it requires that a 

company diversifies with new forms of management more neutral 

towards the operation of the markets. 

There exists, however, a certain debate about conglomerates in 

relation to the demands of the capital markets. 

Conglomerates which have developed over time in the manner 

refared to and which are stnictured around a single corporate unit with 

a unitary management are now feced witii the challenge posed by the 



economic requirements of the capital markets .̂ The intense globalising 

dynamic of these capital markets presents the management of such 

conglomerates, under their unifíed management, with a dilemma: the 

splitting up of activities which can then be floated on the stock maiicet, 

so valuing expectations and risks and in this way evaluating each arca 

of the business activities. This dilemma poses a question: who can 

most efFectively deal with processes of coordination in diversified 

enterprises? 

4 The capital market - that is, the investors. In the current market 

globalisation, it is the investors who wish to assume as fiíUy as 

possible the fiínctions of coordination between the different 

business áreas in a diversified enterprise. They consider this 

can best be done through the capital markets by making an 

overall evaluation as follows: 

- Expected risk for investors in each business in which they 

participate. 

- They, as owners, wish to define the composition of Úie 

portfolio as sharefaoldos and the risk Úiey are prepared to 

assume. 

. Paul, W. Y., Zieschang, M.: "La dirección de una empresa industgrial mediante un 
sistema integrado de objetivos de roit^ilidad", in JUDE, N. 2, June 1998, pp. 163-
196. 



- In this way they control which type of business can be 

valuedin the most relevant way and what the 

requirements are. 

Through this it is the capital markets which are forcing the 

hand of management in highly diversiñed conglomerates 

into splitting up activities; for it is the capital markets 

which evalúate risks and expectations. This primaríly 

affects high-risk businesses, in the same way as the capital 

markets themselves are dividing into diñerent portfolio 

types with their owncorr^ponding stock market Índices. 

^ The management of a diversified conglomérate argües that it is 

they who can much more efficiently co-ordinate activities 

rather than the c^ital maikets, independent of the size of the 

conglomérate and of how heterogeneous it may be. They can 

compénsate risks and have at their disposal a greater valué 

creation within the potential of the conglomérate. 

What is certain is that the dilemma exists between, on the one 

hand, the demands of the c^ital markets, their investors and Üieir 

valuations and, on the other, the capacity of management within a 

conglomérate to demónstrate that it is they who can more efiñciently 

manage diversification. 



This is gradually resulting in certain companíes splitting off their 

high-risk activities and floating them on the ciq>ital markets for 

valuation. It is producing a new type of shared diversification - shared 

between the capital markets with their different evaliiations of high 

risks and traditional rísks and the demands made upon the management 

of a diversifíed conglomraate to continually demónstrate innovative 

capability in the realm of business organisation and its contribution to 

valué creation. 

In consequence, the reality faced by diversifíed conglomerates is 

defined by two positions: on the one hand, requironents by capital 

markets for intervention in enterprises through valuation on these 

markets in terms of risks and expectations and, on the other, 

requirements resulting &om the dynamic of business change in search 

of new divisions of labour, the abandoning of existing busin^ses and 

the acquisition of new ones - that is, the ¡íówptaúon of the conqrany to 

technological, economic and fínancial change; a move, in effect, to the 

changing of portfolios. 

From the capital markets viewpoint, the trend is towards a 

decentralisation of conglomerates by restructuring them as holdings, so 

allowing for direct participation by investors in áreas of high-risk 

business. From the other point of view, that of the business activity 

itself, the requirement is for signifícant decentralisation pemütting 

•^%^ 



rapid ad^tatíon of companies , particularly when in merger, OPAS, 

etc. situations. 

In ternis of the current economic reality, decentralísation of some 

of these diversiñed actívitíes involves relatívely easy adaptation, given 

that it is a segregation from the managonent point of view. In contrast, 

when the dififerent business activities of a conglomérate are closely 

interdependent, then it will prove cither diñicult, very slow or costly to 

split off less profitable activities and, at the same time, may well 

oidanger the total valué of the company; the possibilities for a change 

in portfolios is much reduced. 

That a change in portfolio be heterogeneous is a reqiiirement 

seexi íh>m the viewpoint of own business growth. This involves radical 

decentralisation of the organisational structures of managemoit with 

the aim of ensuríng that there may be separation of the processes for 

adi^tation to change with the greatest possible efíiciency. The 

competitiveness of a conq>any and its processes for ad^ting to change 

are a sine qua non for survival of that conqiany and for its business 

growth. 

Such a new economic and organisational dynamic genraates a 

clear requírement for the decentralisation of diversifíed activities, and 

it is this which rqiresents the key to the strategic development of 

enterprises. There are two ways in which to approach this process: 

16 



1. An organisation in the form of a legally constituted 

conglomérate of independent companies, already sepaiated 

but with the single coiporate mani^ement of the 

conglomérate. 

2. Intemal decentralisation by business área and, cons^uently, 

under a single integrated management within the managemoit 

process. 

The key to the overall intemal management of a highly 

diversified conglomérate lies in how to coordínate the business áreas of 

the conglomérate most efifectively, not just in terms of resiilts but also 

in relation to the abilíty to adapt portfolios to changing situations: 

^ It may be the management of the conglomérate which does this 

directly by means of a highly decentralised orgaaisational 

scheme; that is, it introduces innovations into the organisation 

by all possible means, so oríentating it towards valué creation, 

using capital cost as its reference point. 

^ Or it may be the cqiital markets acting in an indirect way 

through stock maiicet cq)italisation which coordínate the aieas 

of business with reference to their own externa] estimation of 

risks and expectations. 

17 



The perception that the second option above brings with it a loss 

of synergies, while the first option involves a resistance to change, 

rq>resents the cultural iiiq>act of capital markets on conglomerates and 

on their management. 

IV. GENERATORS OF THE CHANGE TOWARDS 

DECENTRALISED CONGLOMERATES 

The new organisational designs of conglomerates in a highly 

globalised economy must fulfil the following criteria: 

4 Hiey must be capable of rapid ad^tation to technological and 

economic changes, and to changes in their own valué systems. 

^ Harmonisation between organisational units, each of which 

shouid have its own máximum competence, be autonomous 

and have the capability to develop as a global unit, permits 

adaptation to change. It represents, Úierefore, another way of 

dividing the work within a conglomérate, giving operational 

life to each one of the organisational xmits and so preparing a 

springboard for their possible sqiaration, shouid the situation 

arise. 

18 



^ Within the context of a globalised economy, the organisation 

must consider itself to be a network of organisatíonal xmits, 

each with its own life within a process of cooperation, both 

interna] and externa!, and in such a way seeking economies of 

scale in its own differentiated economy. In this way it is 

possible to determine which organisatíonal units are sound, 

both in terms of their identiñcatíon as business units and also 

in terms of their clear orientatíon towards demand. A network 

only ofíers vitality and consistency when the units of which it 

is composed are individually sound, have their own life and, 

therefore, are directed towards a demand which can be met 

better through the network than Úirough any other kind of 

división oflabour. 

4 The synergies of a conglomérate, within a network structure of 

its business and organisatíonal uiuts, have also to be structured 

as intemally segregated units, each with its own idoitíty, in 

such a way that they can opérate with intemal markets but are 

at the same tíme prepared to adapt themselves to situatíons of 

extemal change. 

In this way each organisatíonal imit in the networic must, 

tíierefore, have an operatíonal identíty together with its own 

cultural identity and, in additíon, must offer the flexibility 

necessary to respond to processes of adaptatíon. 

19 



However, when a conglomérate is structured as a holding, each 

of its individual imits having its own identifícatíon and its own life, 

then such an organisation presents greater complexity in ternis of its 

vulnerability to acquisition and therefore makes it more difñcult for an 

OPA to take place. The problem to be addressed is how to resolve co-

ordination processes through cultural elements. 

V. ORGANISATIONALFORMS FOR THE MANAGE

MENT OF CONGLOMERATES THROUGH THE 

BUSINESS CULTURE 

Business decentralisation is, without doubt, one of the basic 

requirements for business growúi. Such decentralisation is oríentated 

towards efficient adaptation to changing divisions of labour, and these 

processes of adaptation in a decentralised enterprise within a globalised 

economy take on a dynamic of adaptation facilitated by diis cultural 

heterogeneity. 

The organisational designs and the management within a 

conglomérate witfa decentralised activities must of necessity haimonise 

twoaspects: 

20 



4 On the one hand, the potentíal affecting the whole of tibe 

conglomérate with a differentiation according to wfaether its is a 

single economic-managerial unit or a holding. 

^ The potentíal of each one of tfae bnsiness áreas, of each one of 

the decentralised units. 

From the viewpoint of the business culture this has an eífect at 

two levéis: 

4 The existence of, suid the need to develop, as a high priority a 

basic culture within the conglomérate, whatever may be its 

organisational form, in such a way tfaat the systems of valúes, 

norms and basic behaviour' afifecting the Ufe of the business 

transactions and the managerial behaviour and that of Úie 

personnel are established as a universal basis with which all tíie 

conglomérate is identiñed and which allow for its effective co-

ordination. 

^ Each of the business áreas, including in particular each of tiie 

spatial (i.e. geographically-distanced) cultural áreas, must 

construct subcultures corresponding specifically to the valué 

systems and instnimoital requirements in each of th^e business 

áreas, or in every organisational unit wititin the enterprise. 

. POmpin, C ; García Echevairia, S., "Cultura Enq)resarial", Madrid 1988 

21 



The ñinctíon of co-ordinatíon in a diversifíed enterprise rests 

upon the design and development of these two cultural levéis: 

4 Firstly, co-ordination through the basic culture in such a way 

that the global dimensión of the conglomérate seeks synergies 

through management by valúes and behavioural norms, so 

giving corporate doctrinal imity to all behaviour, both in 

business dealings and by people. 

4 Secondly, co-ordination between this basic culture and the 

subcultures of the business áreas, organisational units and 

spatial cultures, so producing a ñinction of adaptation and 

dialogue between the global dimensión of the business activity 

and the specifíc and particular actions in each one of these áreas 

of activity. 

All of this is reflected in new organisational forms, which 

represent the current cultural bidimensionality forming the basis of the 

new organisational schemes. 

Managanent throu^ the basic culture is based on the coiporate 

sphere of the conglomérate. Such a corporate sphere embraces, 

thoefore, those non-decoitralised áreas which provide overall co-

ordination to the enteqjrise, and it is these which créate the foundations 

22 



for the establishment of a basic culture wiliiin the cooperatíoii. TTie 

diversifícatíon of activities and their organisational requíronoits, 

whether in the form of a single management unit wíthin the 

conglomérate or as a reflection of the conglomérate as a holding 

structure, must of necessity be managed from the viewpoint of this 

basic culture and must embrace the foUowing corporate áreas: 

^ The corporate sphere offincmces. This involvra the generation 

of a doctrinal unity in everything withín the área covering the 

disposition of fínancial resources and in everything aSi^rting the 

valuation of the business, its creation of valué and the 

contríbution of each of its activities accoiding to imique críteria 

- for example, in the current debate about Üie search for 

indicators such as capital costs, the valuation of the increase in 

valué, etc. 

t, The corporate sphere of management development. The basic 

key to this corporate culture is found in the cultural visión 

established in the development of managerial c^iability in all 

those people taking on r^ponsibilities in the diversiíied áreas 

and in the different spatial cultural áreas. This exan:q>le may be 

clearly perceived in the orientation taken by Gaaeal Electric 

and Nestle, among others'. Such a corporate dimensión of 

Maucher, H., "El afe de dirigir U emprraa" in Wortíng P(^>er IDOE, Universidad de 
Alcalá, Alcalá de Henares 1996. Welsch, J.F., "To otar share owners", Amnial Repmt, 
1996. 
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managerial development lepresents ín the nineties, within the 

current process of the globalisation of the economy, one of the 

most sought-añer standpoints at the present time. 

4 The corporate sphere of human resources. Coordination, its 

flexibility and speed of ad^tation, ñindamoitally rest upon 

hunuin behaviour. On the other hand, the identiñcation of 

individuáis with each of the business áreas and their dominant 

cultures constitutes the reality within which they must dea! with 

all processes and ñmctions. In a conglomérate, the co-ordination 

processes must necessarily comply with a corporate definitíon 

of human resources in terms of principia, valúes and basic 

conditions; and in this way establishing a reference fiamework 

so that each one of Ihe divosified organisational units with their 

own capacity for ada^tation may be identified. 

4 TIK corporate sphere of the management systems. It can be 

difScult to co-ordinate a diversifíed conglomérate if unique 

systems of management do not exist. Such difficulty ^iplies not 

only to the problem of determining criteria but also to the way 

in which a reference fiameworic is established, together widí 

aqqnxqniate techiralogical siq>port; so peimitting effective 

decentialised evaluation of tíie processes of resource utilisation 

and of the levéis of utilisation of c^>abilities and results. The 

aim of all of this is to be able to make an overall evaltiation of 

24 



the strategies for introducing new and terminating existing 

business actívities. Such is the new role of controlling strategies 

in a conglomérate. The systems for valué creation and otiier 

approaches within the management system, predominantly in 

the economic área, represent the basic responses to pressure 

from the c^ital markets. 

4 The corporate sphere of information technology. One of the 

fundamental keys to the management of a diversifíed 

conglomérate is, in addition to the need for decentralisation, 

reduction in structures; however, such structur» remain in 

place, but in a son rather than a hard format. Such structural 

áreas fundamentally correspond to Üie aviúlability of 

information technology systems and effective communicjrtion 

systems. They must, of necessity, be corporate - but within the 

framework of the requirements for global co-ordination, l^ving 

specifíc spaces for each one of the business áreas and for each 

one of the actívities and ñmctions within this área of 

information structures. 

% The corporate sphere of capücd assets. Ihe capital maiket 

constantly evalúales Úie risks and expectations of assets 

invfóted in the con^any. Decisions relating to Üie ad^tation of 

the company to new strategies are also related to the knowledge 

and availability of capabilities derived from the asset resources; 

25 



and such an evaluatíon of asset rísks and usefulness constitutes, 

without doubt, one of the fundamental bases of corporate 

culture. 

^ Corporate management of research and development. The 

competitiveness of an entoprise depends upen its c^acity for 

innovation. In particular, the growing trend towards a reduction 

of product Ufe cycles and the processes for generating new 

pFoducts and services require a need for corporate co-ordination 

based on valúes which oriéntate the innovating forcé within the 

company. 

Each of Üie subcultures which genoute both business 

diversifícation and the development of spatial cultures is a constituent 

part of each one of the business imits which, at Úie same time, have 

their own individual Ufe. A conglomérate must be c^>able of splitting 

up activities which, due to a new división of labour, require an 

alteration in the business portfolio conqx>sition - this may be due to 

risk motives or to the demands of the ciq>ital markets. 

Oa the otiier hand, it can be difBcult to establish coherent 

dialogue between the basic culture of a coiporation, witfa its particular 

valúes and nonm, and the subculture of a particular business imit if the 

latter does not have its own self-identifícation. Máximum op«ational 

26 



decentralisation, with all the characteristics in the confíguratíon of 

processes, demands active development of each one of the subcultures. 

If actions are not taken within this cultural bidimensionality, then 

it can be difficult to respond to: 

4 The search for the conglomérate effect through the basic culture, 

so enabling global utilisation of resources and facilitating 

conununication by means of the coiporate identifícation of each 

one of the units within the conglomérate. 

4 Compatibility of this with the Une effect - tiie efEect within the 

área of the business activities or cultural ^aces, in which the 

dynamics of the market exert their effect and demand conditions 

their development. 

Corporate cultures, as basic cultures and subcultures within the 

different business áreas, facilitate co-ordination throughout the 

diffierent levéis of the conglomérate and are quite independent of any 

management unit that may exist or any management directed through 

holdings. The criteria to be met are: 

4 Flexibility 

4 A dynamic of change 

E, Rapid adaptation 
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^ Low co-ordination costs 

Such have been the elements defíning the great manageríal 

capability shown by General Electric under Welsch and by Nestíe 

under Maucher̂ . 

A specific observatíon should be made about both cases when 

analysing this cultural dimensión. In both conq)anies, one reflecting an 

Atnencan business culture and the other Eiuopean, bofli CEOs, Welsch 

and Maucher, have been long-time CEOs. However, in general, in 

many conglomerates the CEOs are short-time (Schrader, St. U; Lüthe, 

Ch. 1998). The question arises as to wheüier the conñguration of 

management within companies tfatough systenoe of cultural valúes 

requires a long-temí commitment fiom t<q> management as a basic 

reference point and as the way towards generating this dialogue 

betweoí the basic culture and the cultures of the diversifíed business 

áreas. 

VI. BUSINESS DIVERSIFICATION AND CULTURAL 

DIFFERENCE 

As we have already mentioned, the inq>act of glol^isation of the 

economy with its corresponding opening up and dynamizing of 

'. Maucher, H., op. cit; Welsch, J J. , op. ciL 
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competitiveness, generales greater demands and introduces greater 

complexity into an enterprise in its search for a dynamic of growth 

which permits the achievement of economies of scale. This dynamic of 

growth may be sought through diversity in the business áreas and/or in 

a diversity of spatial cultures - that is, through multinational or 

transnational activity. 

In Figure 1, three types of business development are 

differentiated from the perspective of their cultural roles - that is, the 

importance of cultural valúes in the way of conceiving and realising flie 

management and organisation of these oiterprises. 

DIVERSIFICATION AND CULTURES IN BUSINESS ENTERPRISES 

DiffcrcBtcBtaircs^ 

c n l l a m 

* - Biuíaets djyertiíiutítn 
(levcl» of^nilemcnKc) 

á: dcffee of drr«raificiaioii Qm»im»u ara») 

Figure 1: Díversiñcatíon aod cnltures lo busíaefl» enterprises 
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Figure 1 shows both the diversifying dimensión of the enterprise 

and also the cultural differences resulting from the influence of both its 

business áreas and also firom a consideration of spatially difíerentiated 

cultures. 

It can be seen that: 

í, Type 1 companies are those characterised by growth and 

development dominated by diversification in business áreas 

within a corporate business culture. Independent of whether 

the company opérate in difTerent countríes (cultures), as 

occurred during the intonationalisation of past decades -

particularly in Euiopean multinationals - the domination of the 

parent company culture over the culture of the subsidiarles 

forces the imposition of this parent culture, with the creation of 

latent conflicts. This has generated a loss of synergi^ in the 

business área as a consequence of the lack of consideration 

given to the specifíc cultures in each of the business áreas, 

regions or even countries. 

2)pe 7 companies demónstrate high diversification ofprodtíct/ 

activity but little cidtural differertíiation. 

i, Type II companies demónstrate low diversification of 

products/activities and are almost "single crop". However, they 
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manifest a high spatial culture differoitíation, {HÍncipally 

because of their multinatíonal spread in seaich of economies of 

scale. These are companies dominant in one business arca and 

have at the present time in many cases become concentrated into 

high-rísk enterpríses - fonnerly they were in a variety of cases 

public monopoiies. 

4 Type III companies have reacted to the inqiact of globalisation 

of the economy by growing in both dimensions - in tenas of the 

heterogeneous nature of tiieir áreas of activity (divo^ifícation) 

and in terms of their expansión into difforent regional and 

itational cultures. 

It follows, therefore, that Type I companira are those showing 

strong growth in one basic activity, frequoitly under the strong 

influence of the parait ojterprise culture. The principal requirement is 

the development of manageríal and organisational systems, with little 

consideration paid to cultural differences. Technical/product and 

instrumental cultures domínate. 

Such kinds of conq>anies have been systematically diversifying. 

Iliey have, however, maintained a corp(»ate noaageiaent stnicture 

which has be«n imposed on all their units, applying to bodi systons 

and to business behavíour in all geographical áreas. This rígidity to 

management change has frequently resulted in in^rtant \<mes in 
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synopes and even to the tenninatíon of their own existence. This is 

the type of intemationai enterpñse in which the ruling parent culture 

dominates all t^hnical and instnimental functions. 

Type 11 companies are highly specialísed with a strong potential 

of core competences in which there exists a clear dominance of the 

business, product or service culture. Their development has been based 

on the implantation of their own business culture in other spatial 

cultures in the search for economies of scale, thanks to their 

comp^tive capability. In particular, this development has been 

characteristic of the períod in which economies were predominantly 

national and during which there existed many barríers restricting access 

to maricets. Such companies have developed a "múltiple" type growth 

poÜQ' - that is, they have pursued die inq>lantation of their core 

conq>etences in oiher spatial cultures by means of múltiple repetition of 

a business design dominated by the technological and commercial 

subculture. 

Dominant at the present time are Type n conq)anies, with 

growing diversifícation increasing their complexity: their transnational 

developmoit with múltiple business/^)atial cultures makes great 

donands upon the ntanagement The conqilexity resulting fiom the 

hetoogeneous nature of their activiti^, together with the different 

ŝ iatial cultures, widiout (k>utA presents the greatest challenge to 

managem^it at Úte present time. 
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It can be said that the kind of development of Type I and Type 11 

companies makes them monocultural, whereas Type 11 may be called 

multicultural. 

In Figure 1, all the área of business development labelled space 

(a) corresponds to the large multinationals with a technic^ and spatial 

culture dominating all the management design and, consequently, 

showing little consideration for cultural differences. 

Businesses represented by space (b) are currently high-risk 

companies separated &om, but wiúiin the development of, the 

conglomérate; they are oríentated ñmdanKntally tov^ards the 

requiremeots of the capital markets, on tiie one hand, and to demand on 

the other. The dominant current trend is to make th^e higji risk 

companies independent and so keq) their development sq)arated from 

the holding. This achieves access to a sharing of such high-risk work 

áreas with other competitors; so making cooperati(ni viable and thus 

avoiding many mergers with few possibilities of success. 

Space (c) represents the process of ^litting-^ business 

activiti^, with a consequent reduction in tíie diversifícation of 

conglomerates, and so increasing to a significant degree the process of 

growth in intoxultural valúes. 
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Space (d) represents a multicultural development whereby 

national conglomerates must of necessity open \¡p transnationally in 

order to respond to demands resulting fiom the globalisation of 

markets and also to demands &om capital markets. This is difficult to 

maintain in Type I. 

It can therefore be asserted that a Type I enteq)rise must 

necessaríly open up to multiculturalism in its process of growth 

through high diversifícation with múltiple áreas of business. By 

"multiculturalism" what is meant is that the company must enter into 

what has already been described as cultural bidim^isionality (see 

Figure 3) and must be integrated into an organisational management 

stmcture which is highly decentralised. This is the busmess response to 

the impact of economic globalisation. The organisation must take the 

form of networks. With this structure the conq)any can develop 

processes of coopCTation with other enteipñses, predominantly those 

with high-rísk activities; it can also respond in a flexible manner to the 

differing demands of markets and customers. 

Type II enterprises are being created by the splitting-off of new 

producís and services. Because of their risks, these on the whole tend 

to be shared not only with shareholders but also with other conqjetitors. 

Such a requirement of high risk and dynamic valuation by the capital 

maricets reqiiires a separation of this type of activity with the aim of 
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providing a response to the demands of multiculturalism and at the 

same time to the demands of the capital maricets. 

Such a visión of the processes of business growth, Ihrough 

corporate cultures on the one hand and by driving forward subcultures 

in each one of the business áreas on the other, represents a necessary 

response in order to draw closer to the demand/customer. Such a 

response is also needed for better integration of the cultural differences 

in order precisely to adapt to the requirements of specifíc maricets. 

Vn. THE CONFIGURATION AND ROLE OF BUSINESS CUL

TURE IN BUSINESS DIVERSIFICATION 

The changing reality of business enteiprises is not produced 

today only by technical complexity and by the opening up of the 

economy; rather, and in particular, it reflects fiíture expectations of 

their capability to adapt rapidly to changing business situations of in 

terms of their business valué. 

The search is for institutional corporate and management fonns 

which can answer these demands and fulfil the expectations of c^ital 

markets in tenns of the capacity of a conglomérate to adapt itself to 

changing situations. The valuation made of the ability of a business and 

of its conditions to respond to the competitive demands of the maricets 
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and customers are the criteria. The speed of adaptation to change 

demonstrated by conglomerates and by their activities are without 

doubt a reference point for those who must construct management 

designs in diversifíed enteiprises. 

Figure 2 shows the bidimensionality between levéis of 

diversifícation in a company with the passage of time and cultural 

diversity. 

DYINAMIC OF CHANGE IN THE DIVERSIFÍED ENTERPRISE 

diversifícation 

kii^ 

avenge 

tow 

. 

1 D m 

l0W Bvn^e h ^ 

I I I I ' 
*« "I *j ^ I>ynainicof 

diversifícatic»! 

Figure 2: Dyaamic of change in a diversified enterprise 

An examinatíon of Figure 2 reveáis various possible business 

developments in tenns of the dynamic of the diversifícation of business 

resulting fi'om risk assim^tion on the one hand and expectations of 
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results on the other. The basic characteristic of Type I companies is 

their need to enter into different cultures immediately and in the 

shortest time possible in order to achieve economies of scale. At the 

present time these are high-risk companies in such áreas as 

telecommunications, etc. - sectors of rapid technological advances and 

those strongly directed towards the globalised economy, with a single 

market from the point of view of product and service. Types n, IH and 

rV companies are those adapting either slowly or more quickly from 

low to higher diversifícation through their expansión into áreas of 

different cultures. 

The fundamental key to the new orientation of business 

development lies in two basic criteria: 

^ The need for appropriate growth in enterprises in order to have 

available sufíicient potential to adapt to the proceses of change 

in determined business áreas or to enter or leave certain áreas -

that is, to be sufíiciently flexible for processes of adaptation. 

4 Growth must therefore be analysed through diversifícation and 

also through the requirements made for greater cultural 

diversity. It must therefore be considered fiom tíie viewpoint of 

business áreas and also the requirements inqnjsed by spatial 

áreas with different cultures, according to valué creation. 
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The search for such a dynamic between Type I and Type IV must 

comply with these two criteria. Companies must themselves decide 

upon the speed of reduction in diversifícation, how they leave existing 

or enter new business áreas and to what extent they increase or reduce 

their activities in difíerent cultures. 

In the face of the growing need for coUaboration through 

networks, there is a growing trend towards separating those business 

áreas which need to shared Avith other business cultures. 

This adaptation process may take place at diíferent speeds. Type 

I companies are shown in Figure 2 - i.e. those adapting to cultural 

differences in the shortest time possible. This requires a high dynamic 

of organisational change towards very flexible structures. These are 

specifíc business áreas with restricted or very homogeneous 

programmes, and the possibilities of success are reduced if 

multiculturalisation is not achieved through the product. 

In contrast, in Types ü, HI and IV companies, adaptation times 

are slower as they are related to the reduction in the life cycles of 

products and sorvices. In consequence, these are slow adaptation 

processes which require a change in order to speed up the 

transformation of Type IV companies into Types n or in. 
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The first conclusión to be drawn from Figure 1 is that an 

ohentation on the graph towards íhe abscissa - tíiat is, conglomérate 

enterprises with widely diversifíed business activitíes - represents 

organisatíonal management through the dominant corporate culture. In 

contiast, an orientation towards the ordinate- that is, a response to risks 

and valuation by the capital markets, rapid implantation, cooperative 

networks - basically corresponds to a management design dominated 

by technological or market subcultures. 

The key to this process of assuming cultures as a means of 

effecting processes of transformation is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Cultural 
bídimensionality 

CULTURAL BIDIMENSIONALITY 

Bssic 

corporate 
cuitare 

Area/spatial 

snbcnlture 

Institution 

— Person 

Economy §• 

Process/ « 
technology ^ 

— Demand/ 
custotner 

- Training 

- Systems 

- Dialogue 

Mana^emfflit/ 
organisation 

Figure 3: Cultonil bidemensionality 
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As can be seen, cultural bidimensionality implies a 

difFerentiation between a basic corporate culture and a diversity of 

subcultures. TTie basic culture is centred on three key dimensions: 

4 Institutional orientation, which presents a clear reference to the 

requirement for corporate identity. 

^ Person orientation, through which actions by shareholders, 

managers, or via human resources impose corporate 

development through corporate valúes. 

4 Economic orientation, whereby the whole corporate 

management takes as the dominant priority the utilisation of 

resources (assets) using the criterion of valué creation. The 

economic aspect takes priority in new management designs. 

In the área of subcultures, their dominance is centred on 

development in three áreas: 

4 The configuration of processes and the impact of specific 

technologies on each área of business. 

4 The characteristics of demand and of the customer as a basic 

orientation for all the subculture. 
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^ Factors afifecting the way of realísing the management of this 

subculture and its own organisational scheme. 

The elements of the basic culture and of the subcultures are 

strongly difPerentiated and, according to the development of the 

company, each will carry more or less weight. 

Both cultures, the basic corporate and the subcultures, are co-

ordinated with each other through the mstrumental dimensions of the 

business culture. These are: 

^ Training processes, with clear predominance given to the áreas 

of management and himian resources. 

4 The development of management systems affecting those 

aspects allowing for co-ordination between tiie corporate 

dimensión and the fimctional subcultures. 

^ Dialogue as a specific instrument for efíécting co-ordination 

between both cultures. 

The foUowing final evaluation can be made: 

The greater the orientation of the development of businesses 

towards Type UI companies, the greater are the demands made on the 
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basic corporate culture to be able to genérate growing decentralisation 

and to permit eñicient management of the conglomérate. 

The greater the development of companies towards Type I and 

Type n enterprises, the greater will be the dominance of the matrix 

subcultures. This will give clear predominance to the instrumental, 

technological, adminístrative dimensión for each type of subculture. 

The orientation given to business growth defines the 

management configuration and the role of the cultural configuration of 

the business from the point of view of the response to the dynamic of 

the capital markets in terms of rísks and expectations; and, on the other 

hand, the intemal co-ordinatíon capability of the conq)any with the aim 

of responding to these capital market requirements. 

It is probable that the current impact of the capital markets has 

established a clear priority for the economic aspect m corporations and 

in their expectations. A new era of management designs is beginning in 

which the response will depend on how to effect cultural management. 

Vra. CONCLUSIONS 

The requirement for decentralisation in business organisations 

and the increasing responsibility for management imposes new 
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demands on business coordinatíon. At the same time, the need for 

greater flexibility in order to modify business portfolios requires 

organisational structures with business units of high operationalo 

effectiveness. 

The growing complexity of the business environment and of 

companies themselves obUges coiporate management to allow for 

globally-directed co-ordination in each one of the operatíonal units 

and, at the same time, to grant them great responsibility for the 

management of the business. The development of subcultures for a 

decentralised management, together with the growing need to have 

available a corporate culture c^able of co-ordinating all the business 

imits, are both becoming day by day more inqrartant. Cultural 

bidimensionality, its confíguration and application as the key to tiie 

integration of business and people, offers the key to success for tiiose 

business enterprises needing, because of their growing diversifícatíon, 

a dynamic of rapid adaptation in their portfolios. 
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